Discrete element method (DEM) simulations model the behaviour of a granular material by explicitly considering the individual particles. In principle, DEM analyses then provide a means to relate particle scale mechanisms with the overall, macro-scale response. However, interpretative algorithms must be applied to gain useful scientific insight using the very large amount of data available from DEM simulations. The particle and contact coordinates as well as the contact orientations can be directly obtained from a DEM simulation and the application of measures such as the coordination number and the fabric tensor to describe these data is now well-established. However, a granular material has two phases and a full description of the material also requires consideration of the voids.
Introduction
Discrete element method (DEM) analyses generate a large amount of information about the particlescale mechanics of granular materials. Interpreting DEM analyses at the particle scale to extract meaningful information is not always straightforward. Typical scalar particle scale metrics considered include the coordination number and the mechanical coordination number (e.g. Thornton [1] ). Anisotropy can be determined by applying the second order fabric tensor proposed by Satake [2] to the contact normal orientations or the branch vector orientations. The topology of the void space emerges indirectly from the DEM simulation data; that is the void space is defined by the particle positions. In comparison with consideration of the particle and contact orientations, there has been less quantitative analysis of the void space.
This contribution firstly discusses the available algorithms to characterize and partition the void space. Then a 3D contact-based partitioning approach inspired by the 2D work of Li and Li [3] is presented. The research was originally motivated by a desire to better understand the filter properties of granular materials, and the focus is on estimating the size and orientation of the constrictions between the individual voids. The three-dimensional simulations of Barreto [4] are used in a benchmark study to compare the new approach with the algorithms proposed by Reboul et al. [5] and Dong and Blunt [6] . Cheung [7] developed two DEM models of cemented sand to study the problem of sand production in reservoir sandstones. Quantifying constriction sizes is important in this application and so Cheung's dataset is used to demonstrate the usefulness of the new algorithm.
weighted Delaunay triangulation to the particle centroids, using a criterion proposed by Al Raoush et al. [13] to merge tetrahedra and identify voids. The merging criterion considers the overlap between the two spheres inscribed between the tetrahedra defining two adjacent voids. Shire et al. [14] applied this algorithm to study the anisotropy of the internal structure of granular materials subject to a general (3D) stress state and Shire [15] used the algorithm to study the general filtration properties of granular materials. In both cases the constrictions, i.e. the boundaries separating adjacent voids, were considered. While this method is very attractive, the user must decide on a threshold inscribed-sphere overlap for void merging. There is an ambiguity as to what is the correct overlap to use, and Shire [15] showed the resulting constriction size distributions (CSDs) are sensitive to the overlap specified.
Shire et al. [16] showed that just as in the 2D case, the 3D DEM dataset can be converted to an image file, comprising voxels, and algorithms proposed for void analysis of micro computed tomography data (e.g. Dong and Blunt [6] ) can be applied. This approach, however, is sensitive to the digitized image resolution, i.e. the ratio of voxel size to particle size [16] . In this contribution a new algorithm is proposed that overcomes some of the sensitivity issues with the Reboul et al. [5] and Dong and Blunt [6] approaches.
Contact based void partitioning algorithm
Li and Li [3] proposed a method to construct particle and void graphs for 2D DEM simulation datasets that involves a Delaunay triangulation of the contact points. The remaining triangles are selectively merged to form a space-filling tessellation of solid and void elements. In the Li and Li approach, the 2D nature of the material considered means that each void is surrounded by a closed loop of particles and so is objectively defined. Taking the method proposed by Li and Li [3] , and considering 3D datasets the main additional complication is that the void space is continuous and so the partitioning must include a criterion to segment the void space into individual voids. The 3D algorithm described here was developed and implemented using MATLAB [17] . The void identification algorithm takes as input the particle centroids, radii, a list of contacting particles and the contact coordinates. The main output is information on the boundaries between individual voids, i.e. the constrictions, sometimes termed the "pore throats" in petroleum engineering applications. For the current implementation the algorithm identifies planar constrictions and outputs the constriction sizes, the constriction coordinates and the normal orientations of the constrictions. The triangulation of the contact points used the MATLAB function delaunayTriangulation which generated a tessellation of tetrahedra. If the sample boundary is included in the triangulation, a number of highly elongated tetrahedra form. To overcome this problem, just as was the case with Shire et al. [14] , the outer 10% of the sample on each side was removed from consideration.
Following triangulation, the solid elements were identified to be those tetrahedra for which the four particle pairs, defining the contacts and vertices, all have one particle in common, i.e. the particle pairs defining the vertices are A-B, A-C, A-D and A-E, where A to E are letters identifying the particles. The tetrahedra meeting this criterion are entirely enclosed within a solid particle. While searching for the solid tetrahedra a set of very flat tetrahedra that define some of the constrictions are also identified. Four different particles are associated with the vertices of each of these flat tetrahedra, i.e. the union of the set of particles making up the vertices is a set of 4 unique indices, A, B, C and D.
Referring to Figure 1 , each of these four particles is then in contact with exactly 2 of the other particles. These "constriction tetrahedra" are almost planar and are classified as 4-point constrictions.
Both the solid tetrahedra and the constriction tetrahedra are excluded from consideration in the next step in the algorithm. The remaining tetrahedra are members of void cells and each of these voidspace tetrahedra are coloured by assigning identifying integers. Using a simple permutation, the four faces associated with the 4 vertices defining each remaining tetrahedron can be found. The analysis progresses by looping over all the other tetrahedra to find the neighbouring tetrahedra that have faces that are shared with the current tetrahedron. The removal of solid and constriction tetrahedra means that there will be fewer than four neighbouring tetrahedra that are members of void cells in many cases and so not all faces are "shared" by two void forming tetrahedra. Referring to Figure 2 (a), when the tetrahedron face is contained within a solid particle, and the three vertices involve three particle pairs A-B, A-C and A-D the tetrahedron face clearly is a void boundary (that is not a constriction) and these faces are excluded from further consideration.
Each shared face in the system is then considered in turn to determine whether the tetrahedra meeting at that face form part of a single void and should be merged. As previously noted in the Li and Li [3] 2D implementation each void cell is completely enclosed by a closed loop of contacting particles and so no explicit consideration of criteria to define a void boundary is needed. However in 3D specific rules are needed to identify the constrictions that form the boundaries to the voids. These rules are applied by considering sets of 3 or 4 contacting particles whose contacts form closed loops as illustrated in Figure 2 . Referring to Figure 2 (b) a "3-particle constriction" is identified when the shared face is defined by a closed loop of three contacts resulting in three particle pairs A-B, B-C and C-A, involving only three particles. The two tetrahedra meeting at this face are considered to be at either side of a void boundary and so are not merged. When the shared tetrahedron face is defined by The study of void partitioning in three dimensions was motivated by a broader research agenda that aims to better understand the filtration capacity of granular materials and so, once the constrictions have been identified a measure of constriction size was sought. Here the constriction size is taken to be the diameter of the largest disk that can fit in the constriction. Considering the constrictions defined by three contact points, referring to Figure 3(a) , a disk that is tangent to all three spheres was found by solving a minimization problem and the diameter of this tangent disk is taken as the constriction size.
The relevant equations are given as equations 1 and 2 in Reboul et al. [5] . The resultant disk is in the plane defined by the centroids of the three spheres and it does not always lie in the plane defining the three contacts, as illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Referring to Figure 3(b) , for the 4-particle constrictions the constriction disk will always be tangent to spheres B and C as each of these spheres participates in two of the vertices of the tetrahedron face defining the constriction and the tetrahedron edges intersect both these spheres. Then a disk that is tangent to sphere A is sought, if this disk overlaps with the fourth sphere (D), it is considered invalid (Figure 3(b) ). If the first fitting attempt yields an invalid constriction disk, the disk tangent to B, C and D is sought and taken to define the constriction ( Figure   3 (c)). In the 4-particle case the constriction disk and the tetrahedron face defining the constriction are not always co-planar. Care must be taken when the sample is very polydisperse, i.e. it contains a range of particle sizes. In this case, for the 4-particle constrictions there may be two disks tangent to spheres A, B, and C and so a constrained optimization is required, as shown in Figure 3 Figure 1 ). When all the disks are found a check is carried out to see if they are on the correct side using a dot product of every two pairs of vectors joining the centre of the void disk and the particle centroids. If all the dot products are positive, the disk position is incorrect, if two of the four dot products are positive it is correct. Then a constrained optimization is applied to this relatively small number of cases only, using a single, lower bound as the constraint. The constrained optimization affected a fraction of 1% of the constrictions for the Saltwash sample discussed below. Another point to note is that sometimes three particles can define two different 4-particle constrictions or two different tetrahedron constrictions. In these cases the duplicate constrictions are merged and those three particles are considered to represent only one constriction. In all cases the constriction disks define the constriction diameters and the constriction normal orientations are the normals to these disks.
Benchmarking against alternative methods
Shire et al. [14] applied the Reboul et al. [5] algorithm to the simulations detailed by Barreto [4] and [18] and these data were revisited here to enable comparison of the proposed method to alternative algorithms. The particle size distribution (PSD) of the spheres in these DEM simulations matched physical glass bead samples, and is given in Figure 4 , considering cumulative distributions, i.e. percentage of total volume smaller than a given size . The samples were created by generating a cloud of 4000 non-contacting spheres with random locations within a periodic cell. The samples were compressed isotropically and monotonically to a mean normal stress of 200 kPa, with a coefficient of friction of =0.325. This created a relatively loose sample (e=0.588). Changing the coefficient of friction to =0.0 and recompressing to 200 kPa yielded a slightly denser sample, with e=0.529. Note that the range of attainable void ratios is limited for these spherical particles with such a narrow particle size distribution. Stress and strain control during isotropic compression and subsequent shearing followed the approach for periodic cell simulations outlined by Thornton [19] .
The constriction size distributions (CSDs) for both the loose and dense samples at the isotropic stress state were determined using the weighted Delaunay (WD) method proposed by Reboul et al. [5] , the maximal ball (MB) method proposed by Dong and Blunt [6] , and the new contact based method (CM) outlined here. These CSDs are cumulative distributions of the constriction size by number. The computational cost (i.e. RAM requirements) restricted consideration to a central volume of 600 x 600
x 600 voxels as input to the Dong and Blunt code, as the ratio of particle size: voxel size was 50; this meant that the number of particles considered was about 767 for the dense sample and 739 for the loose sample. The CSDs for these smaller samples are given in Figures 4(a) and (c) and Table 1 . with the contact based method, whether the sub-volume or the full sample is considered. The weighted Delaunay CSD has a similar range to the contact-based method; when used with 0% overlap the CSD is at the lower end of the contact-based method range and with 100% overlap it is at the upper end of the range. All methods register a decrease in the number of constrictions when the sample density reduces, however there is no noticeable change in the CSDs. It is difficult to directly compare the numbers of constrictions determined as there were slight differences in the volumes considered for the three methods.
For the larger, full volume, dense sample the constrictions calculated using the weighted Delaunay method (50% overlap) and the contact based method were directly compared. 97% of the 3 particle constrictions identified in the contact based method were present in the weighted Delaunay dataset, while 60% of the 4 particle constrictions identified in the contact based method were present as constrictions in the weighted Delaunay dataset. In summary there was very close agreement on the relatively objective 3-particle constrictions and less agreement on the more ambiguous 4-particle constrictions.
Data from a constant mean stress tests triaxial compression test were also considered. As described in Shire et al. [14] , the contact normal orientations and the constriction normal orientations at a deviator strain of  d =10% were determined , where
and   ,  2 , and  3 are the major, intermediate and minor principal strains respectively. These orientations are plotted as rose diagrams in Figure 5 . 
Application to Cemented Sand Simulations
Cheung et al. [20] and Cheung [7] discussed DEM simulations of high-pressure triaxial compression tests on samples of Castlegate and Saltwash sandstones. The objective of this earlier study was to calibrate DEM models to study sand production. Sand production involves the migration of sandstone particles with fluid during the extraction of hydrocarbons from reservoir sandstones. Identification of the constriction size distribution is useful to assess whether the model could capture sand production due to a suffusive movement of smaller particles through the void network, or whether a plastic failure of the model rock would be required (where regions of the material would become dislodged)
to produce sand. The DEM simulations were performed using the PFC3D program and the parallel bond model, described by Potyondy and Cundall [21] was used. As discussed in detail in Cheung et al. [20] , the parallel bond acts alongside a contact model and so the simulation takes a number of input parameters, as listed in Table 2 . The calibrated input parameters (given in Table 2 ) were determined by considering the experimental data presented in Alvarado et al. [22] . contacts is  The PSDs of the two sandstones differed ( Figure 6 ) and the calibration process resulted in slightly different contact parameters. In both cases in the DEM simulations, the particle diameters were scaled to reduce the numbers of particles in the simulations; the Castlegate DEM model had particle diameters that were 15 times those measured in the laboratory, while the Saltwash DEM model had particle diameters that were 9 times the laboratory values. Particles passing 63m were assumed to form part of the cement and so were not modelled. The cylindrical samples considered were "carved" from dense rectangular samples that had been isotropically compressed to 10 MPa, and the bonds were installed once the cylindrical samples were brought to the required initial isotropic stress level for shearing. This carving procedure reduced the extent of the inhomogeneities that are inevitably induced along the boundaries, as discussed by Marketos and Bolton [23] as confirmed by careful calculation of the void ratio within selected internal sub-volumes. Figure 7 illustrates the stress-deformation response for the two materials at a confining pressure of 15 MPa, where ' 1 and ' 3 are the major and minor principal stresses respectively. In both cases, following an initial contraction, the samples exhibited dilation. The Castlegate specimen mobilized a peak stress ratio of 1.03 at an axial strain of 0.68%, while the Saltwash specimen mobilized a peak stress ratio of 0.8 at an axial strain of 0.56%. Both samples exhibit post-peak strain softening and as noted by Cheung [7] , local strain analysis and consideration of particle rotations indicate that localizations or shear bands do form in the samples. while at the final stage (5.5 % axial strain) the C 95 had increased to 878 m. Only about 1 % (by volume) of the particles are smaller than 800 m. The minimum particle size in the Castlegate model was 1.05 mm and there were effectively no constrictions larger than this value. Thus it is unlikely that any suffusion (particle migration under fluid flow) could occur in these materials, as the geometrical criterion for suffusion, i.e. that the voids between particles are sufficiently large for the finer particles to migrate through them, is not met (assuming no particle crushing takes place).
While both samples exhibited an overall dilation during shearing, there was an initial contraction of both samples at the beginning of shearing (Figure 7 it may be related to the smaller anisotropy that was observed for the contact and parallel bond orientations as noted in Cheung [7] A detailed analysis considered the constriction sizes in increments and there is a preferential tendency for smaller constrictions to be horizontally orientated, while there is no orientation bias for the larger constrictions.
Conclusions
The work of Li and Li [3] who proposed a 2D algorithm for partitioning the void space was developed to enable partitioning of a 3D DEM dataset. The 3D implementation is more complex than the 2D case presented by Li and Li as the void phase is continuous and the individual voids are connected to each other. The partitions between individual void boundaries are objectively defined.
The current implementation has focussed on defining the constrictions between voids and the 3D algorithm was compared with algorithms proposed by Reboul et al. [5] and Dong and Blunt [6] , by applying it to DEM simulations that have been described by Barreto [4] and Barreto and O'Sullivan [18] . The comparison with these other methods indicated that the contact based method gives results that do not differ significantly from other available approaches. Of the alternative algorithms considered, the new contact based method was in closest agreement with the Reboul et al.
[5] algorithm using a overlap of 50%. The contact based method has the advantage of avoiding the rather subjective specification of an overlap that is associated with the Reboul et al. algorithm and it avoids the need to convert a DEM dataset to a 3D image format to apply the Dong and Blunt method as well as the associated sensitivity to the image resolution.
To illustrate the applicability of the 3D contact based algorithm, it was applied to the DEM simulations of cemented sand described by Cheung [7] . These simulations were originally carried out to calibrate DEM models of Castlegate and Saltwash sandstones with a view to studying sand production in reservoir sandstones. The data generated indicate that the size of the constrictions in both DEM models are smaller than the particles, thus, in the absence of particle crushing, any migration of sand particles though the pore network is unlikely. During shearing the constriction sizes mirrored the volumetric strain; they tended to decrease as the samples contracted and increase during dilation, however the magnitudes of the constriction size changes relative to the volumetric strain differed in both materials. The number of constrictions reduced as the sample dilated during shearing. While the distribution of the number of constrictions was relatively isotropic during shearing, the Castlegate sample exhibited a slight directional bias at large strain levels, with the larger constrictions having normals that are orientated in the direction of the major principal stress. 
